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Abstract
We characterize the dimension of fixed degree functional and implicit algebraic
splines in three dimensional (x,y,z) space. For a a given planar triangulation T both
functional and implicit algebraic splines interpolate specified Zi values at the vertices
Vi = (XitY;) of T. For a three dimensional triangulation 57 the implicit algebraic
splines interpolate the boundary vertices Vj = (Xj, Yj Zj) of ST. The main results are
I

"-

1. lower bounds on the dimension of degree m rational function and implicit alge-

braic, Co and C 1 interpolatory splines over T and implicit algebraic C 1 interpolatory splines over ST.
2. explicit CO interpolatory basis for degree 3 implicit algebraic splines over T and
1
C interpolatory bases for degree 5 and degree 7, implicit algebraic splines over
convex S7 and arbitrary S7, respectively.
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Introduction
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2 FACTS & PRIOR RESULTS
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of ST. Note that since functions are single valued, functional splines cannot be defined for
general spatial triangulations ST. The motivation and advantages of dealing with algebraic
surfaces are detailed in [SJ.
In dLis paper we distinquish between polynomial functions z = h(x,y), rational functions z = 1L2 x,y
:t',y and algebraic surfaces h(x,y,z) = 0 where the Ii, i = 1,2 are polynomials
of degree m, and term the respective set of all cr-smooth algebraic splines of degree m
over T to be SP:;'(T), SR;"(T) and SI~(T). Similarly 51;"(57) is the set of cr-smooth
implicit algebraic splines of degree m over ST. All these sets form a vector space over the
field of coefficients of the polynomials.
There are two basic problems dealing with splines:
1. Estimate the dimension of the spline sets SPJn(T), SR~(T), S/;"(T), and S/;"(ST)
over triangulations T and ST respectively, for various m ~ 1 and r ~ o.
2. Construct an explicit interpolatory basis for each of the S
and SI:;'(ST) spline sets for various m ~ 1 and r ~ o.

p:n (T),

S R~(T), S I::n, (T),

The main results of this paper are as follows. In section 4 we show that (a) the dimension

of SR::'(T) i,

~ 2(

m; 2 ) J - (2m + 1), + (2m + I)a _ v + 2 and (b) the dimen,ion of

SR~(T) is ~ 2 ( m~2 )
the dimen,ion of

/ - 2(2m+ 1)e+4mo: +v+2. In section 5.1 we show that (a)

S~(T) j, ~

dimension of SI!n(T) is

~

(

m; 3 ) J - (2m + I),

+ (2m + I)a

_v

+ 2 and (b)

the

( m: 3 ) / _ (6m + l)e +3(2m+ 1)0:+ v+ 2. In section 5.2 we

show that (a) the dimension of
the dimension of SI!n(ST) is

~

S/~(ST) is ~
( m;-

3) f

( m: 3 )

J - (2m+ l)e-2v-4g+2 and

(b)

-(6m+l)e-2v-4g+2. Finally in section 6

we construct local triangular bases for (a) SIJ(ST) over closed convex triangulations ST
and (b) Sm(ST), SlhST) over arbitrary dosed spatial triangulations ST.
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Facts & Prior Results

Let v, e and f be the number of faces, vertices and edges of a finite generic triangulation
T where the outside face is not counted. Let ct be the number of vertices of the outer face.
Then from Euler's formula v - e +f = 1. Since each face other than the outside is triangular
3/ + ct = 2e. Thus e = 3v - ct - 3, and f = 2v - Q - 2.

Fact 2.1 The dimension of SPf(T) = dimension of SR~(T) = dimension of SI?(T) = v.

3 INTERPOLATORY CURVES IN SPACE
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Lemma 2.1 (Billera [7]) For a generic l triangulation T, the dimension of S P~(T) = v

+ (m _ l)e+ ( m ~

I )

f.

Lemma 2.2 (Billera [6]) For a generic triangulation T, the dimension of S PJ(T) = 3v
·5e + 6/ + 2a = a + 3.
Lemma 2.3 (Billera [6]) For a generic triangulation T, the dimension of SPJ(T) = 3v
- 7e + 10/ + 40' = f + 20' + 3 = 2v + a + 1.
Lemma 2.4 (Morgan & Scott [11]) For m ~ 5 and any triangulation T, the dimen-

sion ojSP;"(T) = 3v - (2m+ l)e

+ ( m;2 ) / + 2(m-l)a+.B where {J

= the number

of rectangles triangulated with cross diagonals.
Morgan and Scott [11] also construct an explicit basis for SP;'(T).

Lemma 2.5 (Alfeld & Schumaker [3]) For m

dimensionojSP:;'(T) =3v - (2m+l)e

+

.?:=

4r

+ 1 and any

(m:2)1

triangulation T, the

+2(m-l)a+f3 wherefJ = the

number of rectangles triangulated with cross diagonals.
Alfeld, Piper & Schumaker [2J also construct explicit bases for SP:n(T) for m ~ 4r + 1
and for S p~l [1J.
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Interpolatory Curves in Space

We state here some straightforward lemmas which we shall use in subsequent sections.

Lemma 3.1 Circles can CO interpolate the two endpoints of any edge.
Proof: The set of all circles form a vector space of dimension 3. The Co interpolation of
the endpoints of an edge impose 2 linear conditions on the coefficients of any circle. <)
A point p = (r,pY,P") in space with a prespecified 'normal' vector n = (n-':,nY,n=)
defines a unique oriented plane at p given by Tp(x, Y, z) = nZ(x - pZ) + nY(y _ pY) + nZ(z_
p') = o.

4
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Proof: (=» From the definition of Cl interpolation.
C¢::) IfTpo(pd·Tpl(PO) > 0, then consider any plane containing both Po and Pl. By
a simple affine rotation we can assume this to he the (x,y) plane. Then the irreducible
conic q(x,y) = L(x,y)2 - 1\,' Tpg(x,y). Tpl(x,y) = 0 or -q(x,y) = 0 will Cl smoothly
interpolate the endpoints where L(x,y) = 0 is the line connecting Po and PI, and K. is a

positive constant. <)

Lemma 3.3 Irreducible space cubic curves can C 1 interpolate the two endpoints of any
edge with any prespecijied 'normal' vectors.

Proof: The set of all (irreducible) parametric space cubic curves x(t), yet), z(t) form a vector
space of dimension 12. The CI interpolation of the endpoints of an edge with prespecified
'normal' vectors impose 10 linear conditions on the coefficients of such cubics. <>

Theorem 3.1 (Bezout) An algebraic space curve of degree n intersects an algebraic surface of degree m in either at most m *' n points, or infinitely often.

4

Rational Function Splines

Let v, e and f be the number of faces, vertices and edges of the triangulation T where
the outside face is not counted. Let Q be the number of vertices of the outer face. Then
from Euler's formula v - e + f == 1. Since each face other than the outside is triangular
3f + 0 == 2e. Thus e == 3v - 0 - 3, and f == 2v - a - 2.
Consider first the question of constructing a CO·continuous piecewise rational function
over a triangulation T in the z == 0 plane. IT over each triangular face of T, we have a
single rational function z == If12 :r,y
:r,y == F(x, y) with /; , i == 1,2, polynomials of degree m,
then the set S Rm(T) of all Faver T is a vector space of dimension k == 2 ( m ~ 2 )

f - f.

If we require the rational functions F defined per face of T to be continuous across face
boundaries, then the dimension of SRm(T) is further restricted and a lower bound is given
by Lemma 4.1. This subspace is SR~(T).

Lemma 4.1 The dimension of SR~(T), the set of Co. continuous piecewise degree m ra.
tional functions is

~ 2 ( m~2 )

f - (2m+ l)e + (2m+ 1)0 - v + 2

Sketch of Proof: At each vertex the patches must have the same z value. For each
interior vertex the number of incident patches is equal the to the number of incident edges.
This number is one less for each exterior vertex. Denote the set of interior vertices by int
and the set of exterior vertices by ext. Thus Co continuity at vertices requires satisfication
of no more than kv == L:int(di - 1) + L:e:rt(di - 2) linear constraints where di is the degree
of the ith vertex. Algebraic manipulation yields kv == 2e - v - Q. Since the intersection
curve between any two adjacent functional patches varies as a rational function of degree at
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most m, CO continuity across each interior edge requires at most (2m -1) additional linear
constraints for a total of k e = (2m - 1)( e - Q). The total number of independent linear
constraints are thus at most (2m + l)e - 2mQ - v. 0
If we further require that at each vertex Vi the functions F of incident faces have a
specified value Zi, then the degrees offreedom of S~(T) are further restricted by v.

Lemma 4.2 The dimension oJ SR~(T), the set o/Co.continuous piecewise degree m rational junctions having a specified

Zi

value at each vertex

Vi

is

~

2 ( m

t

2 )

f - (2m +

1)' + (2m+ 1)" - 2v+ 2,
Consider next the question of constructing a C1-continuous piecewise rational function
over the triangulation T in the z = 0 plane. Since we require the rational functions z =
JJl2 X,!I
X,!I
= F(x, y) defined per face of T, to be G1 continuous across face boundaries, the
dimension of SR~(T) of lemma 4.1 is further restricted and a lower bound is given by
Lemma 4.3. This subspace is SR;'(T).

Lemma 4.3 The dimension oj SR;.(T), the set oJ Gl-continuous piecewise degree m ra-

tionalJunctionsis~ 2( m;r2

)J-2(2m+l)e+4ma+V+2.

Sketch oj Proof: At each vertex the patches of SR~(T) must now also have the same
derivative value. Thus G 1 continuity at vertices requires satisfication of at most kv ;;;:
2 Lint(di - 1) + 2 Lexl( di - 2) additional linear constraints where eli is the degree of the
ith vertex. Algebraic manipulation yields k v = 4e - 2v - 20:. Since the derivative of any
functional patch varies as a rational function of degree at most m -1, CI continuity across
each interior edge requires at most (2m - 3) additional linear constraints for a total of
ke = (2m - 3)(e - a). The total number of additional linear constraints are thus no larger
than (2m + 1), - (2m - 1)" - 2v, <>
If we further require that at each vertex Vi the functions F of incident faces have a
specified value Zi and a specified derivative vector nj, then the degrees of freedom of SR;'(T)
are further restricted by 3v.

Lemma 4.4 The dimension of S R~(T), the set oj CI.continuous piecewise degree m ra.
tional functions having a specified value Zi and a specified derivative vector nj at each vertex
Vi,

5
5.1

is

~ 2(

rn;r2 )

J - 2(2m+

l)e+ 4ma- 2v + 2.

Implicit Algebraic Splines
Planar Triangulations T

Let v, e and

J be the number of faces, vertices and edges of a finite generic triangulation

T where the outside face is not counted. Let 0: be the number of vertices of the outer face.

5
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Then from Euler's formula v - e + f = 1. Since each face other than the olLtside is triangular
3/ + Q = 2e. Thus e = 3v - a - 3, and f = 2v - a - 2.
Consider first the question of constructing a CO-continuous piecewise algebraic surface
over a triangulation T in the z = 0 plane. If over each triangular face of T, we have a single
algebraic surface F(x,y,z) = 0 with F a polynomial of degree m, then the set SIm(T) of
all F over T is a vector space of dimension k = ( m: 3 )

f - f.

If we require the surfaces

F defined per face of T to be continuous across face boundaries, then the dimension of

SIm(T) is further restricted and a lower bound 1s given by Lemma 5.1. This subspace is
S r,:, (T).
Lemma 5.1 The dimeTLSion of S~(T)! the set o/Co-continuous piecewise algebraic surfaces of degree

m> 1

is

~

(

m: 3 )

f - (2m

+ 1)e + (2m + 1)0: - V + 2.

Proof: At each vertex the patches must have the same z value. Thus eO continuity at
vertices requires satisfication of at most k" = Lint(dj - 1) + L~xt(dj - 2) linear constraints
where di is the degree of the ith vertex. Algebraic manipulation yields k" = 2e - v _ 0'.
Conics are the lowest degree curves which can form a triangular patch on a surface of degree
m > 1. By Lemma 3.1 circles suffice for eO interpolation of the endpoints of an edge. Since
a circle can intersect a degree m algebraic surface in at most 2m points (via Bezout),
continuity across each interior edge requires (2m - 1) additional linear constraints for a
total of k~ = (2m - 1)( e - 0:). The total number of independent linear constraints are thus
no larger than (2m + l)e - 2mo: - v. <>
If we further require that at each vertex Vi the surfaces F of incident faces have a
specified value Zi, then the degrees of freedom of SJ~(T) are further restricted by v.

eo

Lemma 5.2 The dimension of S/~(T), the set of eO.continuous piecewise algebraic sur.
faces of degree m > 1 having a specified z; value at each vertex
l)e

+ (2m + l)a -

Vi

is

~

(

m:

3 ) f _ (2m+

2v + 2.

Consider next the question of constructing a C1-continuous piecewise algebraic surface
over the triangulation T in the z = 0 plane. Since we require each of the algebraic surfaces
F(Xly,Z) = 0 defined per face of T, to be e l continuous across face boundaries, the
dimension of S'p';(T) of lemma 5.1 is further restricted and a lower bound is now given by
Lemma 5.3. This subspace is SI!n(T).
Lemma 5.3 The dimension of SI!n(T), the set olel.continuous piecewise algebraic sur.
faces of degree m

>1

is ~ (m:

3 ) f - (6m

+ l)e + 3(2m + 1)0 + v + 2.
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Sketch of Prool At each vertex the patches of SI~(T) must now also have the same
derivative value. Thus C 1 continuity (including CO) at vertices requires in total the satisficatian of at most k v == 3.L:intCdi - 1) + 3 Le.:tAd; - 2) linear constraints where d j is the
degree of the ith vertex. Algebraic manipulation yields k u == 6e - 3u -3et. Now the gradient
of an algebraic surface of degree m is a (3timesl) vector of algebraic surfaces of degree at
most m - 1. Further by Lemma 3.3 degree three curves suffice for C 1 interpolation of the
endpoints and normals of an edge. Since a cubic curve can intersect a degree m algebraic
surface in at most 3m points (via Bezout), Co continuity across each interior edge requires
at most (3m - 1) linear constraints. Surface patches which have GO continuity of these
cubics already satisfy one of the components of the gradient along the edge curves. Hence
G1 continuity across each interior edge requires (3m - 4) additional linear constraints for a
total of he = (6m - 5)(e - 0:). The total number of additional linear constraints are thus
no hu'ge, than (6m + 1). - 2(3m - 1)" _ 3v. <>
If we further require that at each vertex Vi the functions F of incident faces have a
specified value Zi and a specified derivative vector Di, then the degrees of freedom of SI!n(T)
are further restricted by 3v.
Lemma 5.4 The dimension of SI~(T), the set oJ Gl-continuous piecewise algebraic surJaces oJ degree m > 1 having a specified value Zi and a specified derivative vector Dj at each
is of dimension

~

(

m: 3) /_

(6m

vertex

Vi,

5.2

Spatial Tl"iangulations 57

+ l)e + 3(2m + 1)0 _ 2v + 2.

We consider here the case of a spatial traingulation S7 which is closed and of genus g,
i.e. a simplicial polyhedron of genus g. The case of open spatial triangulations with holes
can be dealt with in a similar fashion. Let v, e and f be the number of boundary faces,
vertices and edges of ST. Then from Euler's formula v - e + f = 2 - 2g. Since each face is
triangular and each edge has exactly two incident faces 3/ = 2e. Thus e = 3(v + 2g _ 2),
and f = 2( v + 2g - 2).
Consider first the question of constructing a CO-continuous piecewise algebraic surface over the boundary faces of a spatial triangulation S7 in (x, y, z) space. If over each
triangular face of ST, we have a single algebraic surface F(x,y,z) = 0 with F a polynomial of degree m, then the set SIm (S7) of all F over S7 is a vector space of dimension

k = ( m: 3 )

f - f. If we require

the surfaces F defined per face of S7 to be continuous

across face boundaries, then the dimension of SIm(ST) is further restricted amd a lower
bound is given by Lemma 5.5. This subspace is S~(ST).

Lemma 5.5 The dimension of S~(ST), the set of CD-continuous piecewise algebraic surfaces of degree m > 1 is

~

( m: 3 ) f - (2m

+ l)e -

2v _ 4g

+ 2.
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Sketch of Proof: At each boundary vertex the surface patches must be zero. Thus
CO continuity at boundary vertices requires satisfication of at most k", = L:bollnd"ry d; = 2e
linear constraints where d; is the degree of the ith vertex. Conics are the lowest degree curves
which can form a triangular patch on a surface of degree m > 1. By Lemma 3.1 circles
suffice for CO interpolation of the endpoints of an edge. Since a circle can intersect a degree
m algebraic surface in at most 2m points (via Bezout), Co continuity across each boundary
edge requires at most (2m - 1) additional linear constraints for a total of ke = (2m - l)e.
The total number of independent linear constraints are thus no larger than (2m + l)e. <)
Consider next the question of constructing a C 1 -continuous piecewise algebraic surface
over the boundary faces of a spatial triangulation ST. Since we require each of the algebraic
surfaces F(z,y,z) = 0 defined per face of ST, to be C 1 continuous across face boundaries,
the the dimension of SI~(ST) of lemma 5.5 is further restricted and a lower bound is now
given by Lemma 5.6_ This subspace is SI~(ST).

Lemma 5.6 The dimension of S[;,(ST), the set ofCI-continuous piecewise algebraic surfaces of degree m > 1 is

~

( m

~3

)

J - (6m+ l)e _ 2v-4g +2.

Sketch oj Proof: At each vertex the patches of S~(ST) must now also have the same
derivative value. Thus Cl continuity (including CO) at boundary vertices requires in total
the satisfication of at most k l1 = 3 L:boundaTl/ eli = 6e linear constraints where dj is the degree
of the ith vertex. Now the gradient of an algebraic surface of degree m is a (3timesl) vector
of algebraic surfaces of degree at most m - 1. Further by Lemma 3.3 degree three curves
suffice for C 1 interpolation of the endpoints and normals of an edge. Since a cubic curve
can intersect a degree m algebraic surface in at most 3m points (via Bezout), Co continuity
acrOSs each boundary edge requires (3m- 1) linear constraints. Surface patches which have
Co continuity of these cubics already satisfy one of the components of the gradient along
tIle edge curves. Hence C 1 continuity across each interior edge requires (3m - 4) additional
linear constraints for a total of k e = (6m - 5)e. The total number of additional linear
constraints are thus no larger than (6m + l)e. 0

6

Explicit Bases for Low Degree Algebraic Splines

Prior work on explicit spline bases have dealt with polynomial functions over planar trian·
gulations [1, 2, 10, 11]. Here we present some of the first results on explicit bases for low
degree implicit algebraic splines over closed spatial triangulations.

Lemma 6.1 There is a local triangular basis for S.I8(ST) algebraic splines over arbitrary
spatial triangulations ST.
Sketch oj Proof: Replace each edge of ST by any Circle interpolating the two endpoint
vertices of that edge via Lemma 3.1. Now for each trio of circular arcs forming a curvilinear
triangle, a local triangular cubic interpolant f(x, Y, z) = 0 can be constructed as follows.

6
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Select 5 additional points on each of the three circles forming the curvilinear triangle.
Next compute a cubic algebraic surface which Co interpolates this collection of 18 points
(including the vertices of the curvilinear triangle). Since point interpolation yields a single
linear constraint on the coefficients of !(x,y,z), and a cubic surface is a vector space of
dimension 19, the above CO interpolation is always possible. Furthermore, since the cubic
surface meets each circular arc at exactly 7 points, by Bezout's theorem it is guaranteed to
Co interpolate each of the three boundary circles. <>
Lemma 6.2 There is a local triangular basis for SIH5T) algebraic. splines over convex
spatial triangulations ST.

Sketch of Proof" Select a single 'normal' vector at each of the vertices of ST. These
'normals' may be chosen by enclosing the convex triangulation by a sphere and then choosing
the radial direction of each vertex from the centre of the sphere. Next, replace each edge
of 5T by a conic (for example an ellipse), Cl interpolating the two endpoint vertices and
prespecified normals. Note that is is always possible by Lemma 3.2 due to the compatible
selection of vertex 'normals', possible because of the convexity of 5T. Now for each trio of
conic arcs forming a curvilinear triangle, a local triangular quintic interpolant f(x, y, z) = 0
can be constructed as follows. Select 9 additional points on each of the three conics forming
the curvilinear triangle. For 7 of these points, on each of the three conics, select 'normal'
vectors. These normals are chosen for a conic on a quadric (degree 2) algebraic surface,
Le. in a quadratic variation. Finally compute a quintic (degree 5) algebraic surface which
interpolates this collection of 30 points (including the vertices of the curvilinear triangle)
and the 21 specified 'normal' vectors. Since both point and 'normal' interpolation yields
a single linear constraint each on the coefficients of f(x, y, z), and a quintic surface is a
vector space of dimension 55, the above ct interpolation is always possible. Furthermore,
since the quintic surface meets each conic at exactly 11 points and its gradient matches the
'normals' along the conic at 9 points, by Bezout's theorem the quintic is guaranteed to C 1
interpolate each of the three boundary conics. <>
Lemma 6.3 There is a local triangular basis for S Ij( ST) algebraic splines over arbitrary
spatial triangulations ST.

Sketch of Proof: Select a single 'normal' vector at each of the vertices of ST. These
'normals' may be chosen by a weighted average of the face normals of the incident faces at
that vertex, so that the normals are all oriented positivley, relative to ST. Next, replace each
edge of 57 by a cubic C 1 interpolating the two endpoint vertices and prespecified normals.
This is always possible by Lemma 3.3. Now for each trio of cubic arcs forming a curvilinear
triangle, a local triangular degree seven interpolant f(x,y,z) = 0 can be constructed as
follows. Select 20 additional points on each of the three cubics forming the curvilinear
triangle. For 17 of these points, on each of the three cubics, select 'normal' vectors. These
'normals' are chosen for a cubic curve on a cubic (degree 3) algebraic surface, Le. in a cubic
variation. Finally compute a degree 7 algebraic surface which interpolates this collection of
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63 points (including the vertices of the curvilinear triangle) and the 51 specified 'normal'
vectors. Since both point and 'normal' interpolation yields a single linear constraint each on
the coefficients of f(x, y, z), and a degree 7 surface is a vector space of dimension 120, the
above Cl interpolation is always possible. Furthermore, since the degree 7 surface meets
each cubic at exactly 22 points and its gradient matches the 'normals' along the cubic at
19 points, by Bezont's theorem the degree 7 surface is guaranteed to Cl interpolate each of
the three boundary cubics. <>
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